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The ultimate BA bar-hop  

Sugar
A young crowd of expats
exchange travelling tales while

downing bargainous AR$10
drinks till midnight at this
Palermo stalwart. Shout
to make yourself heard
over the hubbub of loud
music and American
drawls or give up on the
chat and sing your heart
out to rocking good

tunes. See p57.

Magdalena’s Party 
Stay in the Palermo ’hood and
mingle with a mixed crowd to a
soundtrack of eclectic beats while
sampling one of Magdalena’s
delicious cocktails. Dance with 
up-for-it twentysomethings on the
terrace, chat to the welcoming
staff and soon you’ll feel so at
home you’ll have trouble tearing
yourself away. See p56.

Gibraltar 
Start the night as the
Brits do, with a pint or
three and fish and chips
at this slice-of-home pub
in San Telmo. Drink
specials till 10pm let
you fill up on Dutch
courage before
swapping Spanglish
pick-up lines with
bemused locals.
See p54.

Caracas
While not as dark and edgy as its
Venezuelan namesake, you’ll get
plenty of street cred for nursing a
beverage on the verdant roof
terrace. Below, it’s all midnight
feasting on arepas (pancake-like
snack) to smooth electro and
Latin tunes. See p55.

878
It’s hard not to feel special
when granted entry through
this unmarked Villa
Crespo door. Inside, the
lights may be low, but
the stylish drinks menu
and elegant decor will
leave you feeling
anything but. Take
advantage of the
happy hour till
9.30pm. See p58.

Milión
Preen, flir t and
shoulder-brush with
BA’s most beautiful 
as you wander the
splendid rooms of this
restored, high-ceilinged
mansion before drifting
downstairs for some fine dining.
Milión’s illuminated terrace is
at its most romantic on
balmy, midsummer nights.
See p54.

Imaginario Cultural
Located on Abasto’s coolest
esquina, a creative crowd gather
for a natter and plenty of head-
nodding at the downstairs gigs.
Admire the latest artworks on the
bare-bricked walls while munching
a spicy treat in the form of an
empanada de carne picante. 
See p58.

Frank’s
Call ahead to get the all-
important door code and 
spend the small hours among
suave Palermitanos and others 
in the know. Toast your luck 
with an exquisite cocktail or 
a cheeky buy from the bar’s very
own erotic boutique. See p56.

Los Billares
It’s grimy,
understated 
and school

gymnasium-
esque. Join the
indie ping-pong
revival at this Villa
Crespo bar where

the crowd is young,
the jeans are skinny

and the competition’s in full
swing. See p58.

The Shamrock 
Finish the night where it began –
at the pub. If conversation’s
running dry (or slurred), hit this
Irish joint’s basement club where
big-name DJs of all musical
persuasions keep the crowd’s
limbs flailing till dawn. See p54.

Carnal
Join the masses on the terrace
where fernet and coke is the
order of the night. The boisterous
local crowd here is fuelled by a
heady mix of per fume, passion
and relentless party spirit. 
See p55.

Unico Bar
Ideal for eyeballing trendy TV
types from the studio down

the road, Unico is
reliably crowded and a
great place for hitting
on a hottie while 

the night is
(relatively)

young. 
See p57.

Esquina Libertad
Prices are a steal for its
Palermo location, and
this small, colour ful
bar fills up quickly.
As the night
heats up, head
to the roof
terrace where
sexy male
wolverine look-
alikes await 
in the shadows. See p56.

Las Del Barco 
It all begins at this boho 
San Telmo favourite where the
bunting grins down on an eternal
happy hour (drink offers last all
night). Early birds get settled in
as the lights dim and the local
punters pour in. See p54.

Isabel
Once through the

imposing silver 
door, be seduced by
Isabel’s sumptuous

interior and your own
reflection in the mirror-

maze bathroom. Quell
hunger pangs with a tiered

sushi platter, or sip a cocktail
while spotting celebs in the
jasmine-covered courtyard.
See p56.

L’Abeille 
Get dolled up for a cocktail in
sleek, animal-print surrounds,
while smooth Argentinian
executives seduce glamorous
gazelle-like types in intimate
leather booths. See p52.

8pm 10pm 12am 2am onwards

On the gringo trail: Ditch your dictionary and head to the expat hangouts.

Posh night out: If sophisticated is your name and cocktails are your game...

Going mainstream: For the discerning barfly who likes to play it safe.

In search of cheap thrills: Let your Converse trainers lead you off the beaten track.
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